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	A Tutorial Introduction to VHDL Programming, 9789811323089 (9811323089), Springer, 2018

	
		This book helps readers create good VHDL descriptions and simulate VHDL designs. It teaches VHDL using selected sample problems, which are solved step by step and with precise explanations, so that readers get a clear idea of what a good VHDL code should look like.

	The book is divided into eight chapters, covering aspects ranging from the very basics of VHDL syntax and the module concept, to VHDL logic circuit implementations. In the first chapter, the entity and architecture parts of a VHDL program are explained in detail. The second chapter explains the implementations of combinational logic circuits in VHDL language, while the following chapters offer information on the simulation of VHDL programs and demonstrate how to define data types other than the standard ones available in VHDL libraries. In turn, the fifth chapter explains the implementation of clocked sequential logic circuits, and the sixth shows the implementation of registers and counter packages. The book’s last two chapters detail how components, functions and procedures, as well as floating-point numbers, are implemented in VHDL.
	
		The book offers extensive exercises at the end of each chapter, inviting readers to learn VHDL by doing it and writing good code.
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Fraud Exposed: What You Don't Know Could Cost Your Company MillionsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2003
The $600 billion gorilla in the room
"Dr. Joe Koletar has provided an effective road map to the problem of occupational fraud, in both the public and private sectors, in America. Such frauds affect every American worker, shareholder, and taxpayer.  His insights and ideas are an important contribution to the effort to fight this growing...


		

Matrix and Tensor Calculus: With Applications to Mechanics, Elasticity and AeronauticsDover Publications, 2008
This volume is based on a series of lectures on matrix calculus and tensor calculus, and their applications, given under the sponsorship of the Engineering, Science, and Management War Training (ESMWT) program, from August 1942 to March 1943. The group taking the course included a considerable number of outstanding research engineers and directors...

		

Organization Theory and Design (with InfoTrac)South-Western College, 2006


	My vision for the Ninth Edition of Organization Theory and Design is to integrate

	contemporary problems about organization design with classic ideas and theories in

	a way that is interesting and enjoyable for students. Significant changes in this edition

	include updates to every chapter that incorporate the most recent ideas, new...




	

Jews and Judaism in Modern China (Routledge Jewish Studies Series)Routledge, 2009
Jews and Judaism in Modern China explores and compares the dynamics at work in two of the oldest, intact and starkly contrasting civilizations on earth; Jewish and Chinese. The book studies how they interact in modernity and how each civilization views the other, and analyses areas of cooperation between scholars, activists and...


		

XenServer Administration Handbook: Practical Recipes for Successful DeploymentsO'Reilly, 2016

	
		Packed with practical advice, this hands-on guide provides valuable information you need to most effectively optimize and manage the XenServer open source virtualization platform. Whether you run a modest installation of a few blades or multiple global enterprise datacenters, this book focuses on the most critical issues you’re...



		

Handbook of Virtual HumansJohn Wiley & Sons, 2004
Virtual Humans simulations are becoming increasingly popular and many systems are now available to animate Virtual Humans. Such systems encompass several different domains including autonomous agents in virtual environments, human factors analysis, training, education, virtual prototyping, simulation–based design and entertainment.
 At...
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